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Work on day care center
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Qaed Kamalia (T.T.Singh) is striving hard for
Excellence in the field of In-service Training. We
Offer B.ed 1.5 & B.ed Horns Programmes in the
field of Pre-Service Training. Here in this college,
you will observe a “Deliberate Collaborative
Process” and experience. From Faiz Hussain
Principal QAED Kamalia (T.T.Singh).

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL

VISION &  MISSION
Vision:-
To serve the nation providing committed teachers using best
practices of teaching and learning to promote academic
excellence and sound character building.
Mission:-
To prepare superlative teachers with active and creative mind
after having effective and extensive training equipped with
modern teaching technologies and research to cope.



Sports activities are very useful for your physical and
mental health arm wrestling is one of the sports
activities which is organized in QAED Kamalia.
It is performed under the guidance of Sir Imran
Siddique to check the power of students and compare
one student to another to build confidence in the
students. One of the strong women competed with
the others and won'
Arm wrestling. I also participated in this activity .it
was great fun I enjoyed it very much.
Writer Name 
Raffia Munir

ARM WRESTLING

Painting competitions were held on the
occasion of Kashmir Day in which students
of all classes participated enthusiastically
and completed the sketch of the given
picture within the stipulated time.

PAINTING COMPETITION

CALLIGRAPHY COMPETITION
A calligraphy competition was organized in the
QAED kamalia on 24th January. Which was
sponsored by Sir Imran Gill and Sir Tahir
Mahmood. All the students showed their talent
in this. Sir Tahir Mahmood and Sir Imran Gill
also performed the duties of the judges and
announced the first three positions.

PAINTING COMPETITION ON KASHMIR DAY
Painting competitions were held on the
occasion of Kashmir Day in which students of
all classes participated enthusiastically and
completed the sketch of the given picture
within the stipulated time.



NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY
The proceedings of PD Day at QAED Kamalia on
30th March 2024 commenced with the
recitation of the Holy Quran,  and naat,
Subsequently, both students and Teachers
engaged in a discourse centered on the theme
of "Navigating Digital Leadership: Skills for the
Modern Era." Sir Imran Wahla elucidated
strategies for mitigating depression, thereby
concluding the program. All the program went
successful and purposeful under the kind
supervision of Principal QAED Kamalia.

TREE PLANTATION
QAED ACADEMY KAMALIA launched a
massive tree planting campaign aimed
at enhancing the local ecosystem and
promoting environmental awareness, to
make communities safer and healthier
by leaving a green footprint
everywhere...💚

Today we are going for the educational trip which
was organized by the worthy principal of QAED
Kamalia Sir Muhmmad Faiz Hussain. 5 classes joined
this trip and every class visited the zoo under the
guidance of the class in charge. Visiting a zoo was a
really fantastic experience for us because it provided
educational information to help us to learn about
different species their habitats and their
conversation efforts. We studied about animals'
health behavior and reproduction it provided a great
opportunity to connect with nature. We observed
different animals up to close.

ZOO VISIT



TOUR TO KALAR KAHAR & KHEWRA MINE 
On February 21, a tour to Kalar Kahar &
Khewra mine was organized by the
QAED Kamalia in which around 100
students participated the students had
a lot of fun and got to see new things
and new areas. We visit The Qila Katas
Raj, the khewra mine, a park, etc. It was
a memorable tour.

DAY CARE CENTER
Introduction:
The day care center is designed in our
college. It plays an integral role of any
institution or working parents and their
children. A daycare center is also known
as a childcare center or nursery. It is a
facility where parents can drop off their
children for care, supervision, and
learning during specific hours of the day.
Purpose of Daycare Center:
The most important purpose that a daycare center serves is a safe and
nurturing Environment Child learns to interact with peers and their age
fellows, develop social skills, and build friendships with others when they play
together. Day Care Center is supportive of working parents. It offers flexible
hours and convenient locations making it easier for parents to balance work
and family commitments. It provides professional care because trained staff
members at daycare centers provide supervision, guidance, and support to
children throughout the day. Overall it plays a crucial role in supporting both
children and their families by providing a supportive environment.


